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4 Years, Yael Segal 11m (Tel Aviv, ISRAEL) 3
months after beginning film school, my mother
became sick and I became the manager of the
house, her health, my little sister, her businesses,
and so on. This film reveals as much as possible of
these 4 years. SUN-9/VL/5PM
20 Years of Madness, Jeremy Royce 90m (Los
Angeles, CA USA) A sincere and intimate portrait of
an underground community held together by the
desire to make each other laugh. When the eccentric
cast of a mid-90’s Public Access show in Detroit
reunite after 20 years to make a new episode, they
are forced to take a hard look at their relationships
and reconcile their teenage dreams with the realities
of adulthood. FRI-7/VL/3PM

Agave is Life, David Brown & Meredith Dreiss, 59m
(Austin, TX USA) A history of the agave plant in the
cultures of Mexico and the American Southwest.
Beginning thousands of years ago, when huntergatherers viewed the hardy desert succulent with it's
myriad of uses as a gift from the gods, agave's story
1134, Charlie Pazos, 12m (Miami, FL USA) A is told through the lens of archaeological,
psychological thriller seeking existential answers to ethnographic and modern day vignettes, exploring
coincidences.
SAT-15/VL/3PM the threats to the plant's future. SAT-8/WA/2PM

All Things Chicken, Julius Galacki, 29m In a
modern wasteland of diner divers, apartment stoops
and bedroom floors, two guys are stuck passing the
time by talking about profound things in profoundly
foolish ways. SAT-8/VL/5PM

Alien POV, Derek Krantz, 5m (Los Angeles, CA
USA) How to be an executive producer for dummies.
FRI-7/VL/3PM

Actor for Hire, Marcus Mizelle, 90m (Los Angeles,
CA USA) Being a BALD, out of work actor and
desperate to be seen, Jesse discovers the power of
persona in the form of a cheap wig. Wearing a part
to play the part can be hairy business in this industry
satire where status, celebrity, and friendship are all
All Dogs Must Have People, Russell Sharman, 9m
on the line. SAT-8/DR/6:30PM
(Ventura, CA USA) Two women, a dog park, and a
Bitch-Poo named Todd forge a tentative bond
through small talk and the gradual revelation that
JOIN US FOR
their meeting might not be a chance encounter after
FREE INDEPENDENT FILMS
all. FRI-14/CL/5PM

FROM AROUND THE WORLD

America's Blues, Pratrick Branson, 85m (St. Louis,
MI USA) A compelling story of Blues music, exploring
its immense impact on our society, the arts, popular
culture at large, and our understanding of sexuality.
Through conversation with musicians, historians,
professionals and activists, its historical significant
unfolds before us. FRI-14/VL/5PM
Among the Discarded, Trent Dion Soto 48m
(Ruston, LA USA) Artist Trent Dion Soto sacrifices
his safety and sanity as he lives for 30 days on LA's
notorious Skid Row. SAT-8/DR/4:30PM
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Amplify Kindness Movie, Katrina Johnson, 53m
(Missoula, MT USA) From a community coming
together to dig out victims from a devastating
avalanche to buying a stranger a cup of coffee, any
act of kindness can ripple in our society. This film
celebrates the HERO in all of us and explores what
motivates acts of kindness and how they can amplify
to make a significant difference. FRI-7/WA/2PM

An Angel at Christmas, Niav Padelis, 30m
(Eastbourne, East Sussex UK) Dan, Helen and their
daughters are looking forward to Christmas, but their
plans change when the youngest develops a viral
infection and grouchy grandma invites herself to the
celebrations. FRI-14/CL/5PM

Body vs. Mind, Luiz Felipe Sandre, 3m (Pitea,
Norrbotten Sweden) Angelica's cleaning obsession
goes out of control when the dirt appears on her own
body. SAT-15/VL/1PM

Ballad of Snake Oil Sam, The, Arlene Bogna, 13m
(Joshua Tree, CA USA) A desert traveler, inventor
and snake oil salesman, pushes himself beyond
exhaustion to invent a magical elixir. With his long
sought after potion in hand, he must now face his
nagging doubts and present his creation to an Branches, Heath Hanlin, 5m (Syracuse, NY USA) A
eclectic group of desert dwellers. SAT-8/VL/5PM
study of the relationship between the order and
chaos of line, light, and sound. An unsettlingly
Based on Rosenthal, Sam Cespedes, 15m (New complex and entropic exploration, yet deeply and
Orleans, LA USA) Jerry, a boy touched by the abidingly orderly. TH-13/CL/5PM
supernatural, attempts to help his terminally ill
grandmother find some peace and comfort during
her last days. SAT-15/VL/3PM

Another's Evil, Anna Troyanskaya, 87m (Moscow,
RUSSIAN FEDERATION) A middle-class woman
urges her boozer husband to rip off a glamorous
club-owner whom she once knew. FRI-7/CR/3PM
Ant, Hasan Najmabadi 1m (Tehran, ISLAMIC
REPUBLIC OF IRAN) An Ant. SAT-8/VL/3PM

Bastion of Giants, Sumesh Lekhi 81m (Mumbai,
INDIA) A journey into the survival of the Asian
Elephant and the stunning wildlife in the verdant
North-Eastern Jungles of India, a nation steeped in
spirituality born out of nature. As human populations
rise and global warming becomes ever more
present, this documentary delves into the importance
of taking socio-political steps to conserve not just
elephants, but life itself. SUN-9/DR/6:30PM, SAT15/CL/12PM
Ardoyne, Philip Clayton-Thompson, 5m (Portland,
OR USA) A musical and visual collage inspired by
the ongoing problems created by ‘The Troubles’ that
plagued Ardoyne, Belfast Ireland. This collaboration
includes original lyrics, music and the artwork of the
children of Belfast. TH-13/CL/5PM, SAT-15/CR/7PM

Buskers + Lou, The, Alex Cassun, 94m (London,
UK) Lou, having grown up in a bohemian lifestyle,
disappears from town for several years only to return
wearing a suit and tie. He keeps a low profile while
trying to rebuild his life but a chance encounter with
an old friend puts Lou’s new ambitions on a collision
course with his old life. FRI-7/VL/7PM

Being Art, Jorge Espinoza Lasso, 3m The
relationship between Anna and her over protective
mother leads to a tragic conclusion. SUN-9/VL/3PM

Black Sea, The, Brian Padian 75m (Portland, OR
USA) This tense and moody chamber piece about 5
Captured, Carolyn Hodge, 15m (Grapevine, TX
Asco, Ale Paschoalini 70m (BRAZIL) A sculptor friends and a disappearance at a beach house on
USA) Aiden’s life is perfect until his beloved Beth
creates a ring for his beloved and she leaves him. the Oregon Coast is a profound exploration of
disappears, throwing his life into chaos and
Collapsed and helpless, he gathers the strength to friendship, marriage, and death. FRI-14/WA/8PM
confusion, as he spirals down into a deep, dark
rebuild through veiled approaches and unreasonable
depression. In an attempt to capture her essence he
persecution. Asco is the poisonous feeling aroused Blackbird Blackbird, Adi Putra, 3m (Los Angeles,
draws her portrait trusting that the love they shared
in a heart broken by the blade of love. SAT- CA USA) A boy goes through a dreamlike near-death
will return and that he will indeed see her again. TH8/WA/8PM
experience in a pool. TH-6/AF/10PM, TH-13/CL/5PM
13/WA/4PM, SAT-15/DR/12:30PM
Awaken, Natalie Burn, 88m (Los Angeles, CA USA)
A group of strangers wake up on an island where
they are being hunted down in a sinister plot to
harvest their organs. FRI-7/WA/4PM

Blood of Love, The, Jeff Meyers, 19m (Ann Arbor,
MI USA) Unwilling to accept the death of her
husband, a young widow acquires a machine that
can bring him back to her. But the machine requires
more and more blood for less and less time. SATAwaken, Bruce Sze Han Chen, 19, (North 15/VL/1PM
Hollywood, CA USA) For Sophie life has only ever
been as a worker in an oppressive factory of other
sleep-walking workers. Sparked by a search for her
mother, she embarks on a journey toward liberation
and freedom. SAT-15/VL/3PM
B.E., Colton Bybee, 17m (Sandy, UT USA) Brandon
Evans passed away in Salt Lake City, Utah on Feb.
7, 2012 from heroin. His life is remembered and
celebrated by a few of the many whom he called
friends. SAT-8/WA/2PM
Bad Teddy, Robert David Duncan, 1m A wayward Blue Eyed Boy, Amir Masoud Soheili 18m
teddy bear comes to terms with his wild night of (Mashhad, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN) A boy
adventure. FRI-7/CR/5PM, SAT-8/DR/6:30PM
with unusual color blindness shames his parents
when he accidentally kills village livestock. When
Bait and Switch, Yi Liang Siew, 2m (Redmond, WA hospital doctors cannot help, they take him to a local
USA) A shark picks on a much smaller fish for his Shaman for a remedy. SUN-9/VL/5PM
hard earned money but the fish doesn’t seem to
mind. Is he dumb or very clever? FRI-7/CL/12PM

Carry On, Yatao Li, 16m (Beijing, CHINA) During the
brutal withdrawal of Japanese forces at the end of
WWII, a Chinese father does whatever he can to
save his family. SUN-9/VL/3PM
Cat Fight, Yee Kar Kin & Lim Wei Ning, 2m
(Redmond, WA USA) Two cats fight for the attention
of their owner, with disastrous and hilarious results.
FRI-7/CL/12PM
Chasing Rainbows, Robert Fritz, 96m (Newfane,
VT USA) Inspired by the opera Orpheus, the film
follows a girl as she discovers she was adopted and
goes on a search for her parents. Bringing her to the
darker side of Boston, where her real mother is a
well-known nightclub singer. FRI-7/DR/4:30PM

Children of Stateless, Moonsik Chung, 14m
(Busan, REPUBLIC OF KOREA) A glimpse into the
lives of refugee children in Myanmar. Following the
diverse family stories at Mae-la Refugee Camp, on
the border of Thailand and Myanmar, we investigate
the children’s education, labor, and their prospects
for a future. SAT-8/CL/12PM

Counting for Thunder, Phillip Irwin Cooper 103m
(Santa Monica, CA USA) An out-of-work actor goes
home to the Gulf Coast of Alabama in order to help
out during a family crisis and finds his voice as his
mother is finding her own: possibly for the last time.
TH-13/WA/8PM, SAT-15/VL/5PM

Descendants, The, Yaser Talebi, 84m (Mazandaran,
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN) Jacob and his family
worry about his son, who left Iran to continue his
studies abroad. Prompted by the unexpectedly long
radio silence, the father journeys to Sweden in
search of his son. SAT-8/VL/3PM

Courage, Phillip Gay, 25m (San Diego, CA USA)
Twenty people of various ages, occupations and
countries of origin discuss their unseen everyday
acts of courage, as well as the consequences of their
courageous acts. SAT-15/CR/7PM

Circus According to Cecil, The, Marta Renzi, 47m
(Upper Nyack, NY USA) A documentary following
ringmaster and clown Cecil MacKinnon as she
directs a collaboration between Circus Flora and the
St. Louis Symphony. Through her experienced eyes,
much is revealed about the roots of the American cyberGenesis, André Silva, 13m (Wilmington, NC) A
circus and the extended family of Circus Flora. TH- fantastical journey that imagines a future creation
13/VL/7PM
myth, crafted by cyber-consciousness from bits and
pieces of humanity's online legacy. TH-13/CL/5PM
Coffee and a Bagel, Gavin Brown, 4m (Portland,
OR USA) A senior citizen is recently widowed and DAM999, Sumy Mary, 110m (Kerala, INDIA) A group
decides to use an online dating website to try and of mariners, destined to come together, fight against
meet friends again. The results present him with a corrupt mayor who builds an unsafe dam in their
friends he was not expecting. FRI-7/CL/12PM, SUN- city. With the prediction of imminent disaster on the
9/WA/2PM
dam’s inauguration day, will they be able to to save
mankind? TH-13/CR/7PM
Cold Cereal, Ray Nomoto Robison, 5m (Medford,
OR USA) While in the forests of Southern Oregon,
two experienced hunters reminisce about their first
kill and the emotional impact they experienced
during and following the act of taking a life. FRI7/DR/2:30PM

Disintegration "Desintegración", Alvaro Martín,
10m (Madrid, SPAIN) Samuel, a boy of the streets,
tells his own story which parallels that of his country,
Spain. Yet despite the gloomy circumstances, his
youth betrays humor and irony that cast a glimmer
for possibilities beyond his world. FRI-14/VL/3PM

Dispossessed, Cheyanne Kane, 13m After being
brutally raped and left to feel responsible for the
attack, Jill must find a way to emotionally survive.
After a series of failed relationships, she takes a
journey to La Madera, New Mexico, searching for
true love and real change. SAT-8/VL/1PM

Dry-Clean Only, Claudia Adams, 65m (Durango, CO
USA) The true story of Claudia Kanne who knew
something invisible was killing her but no one would
believe her. She fought back, documenting her
Date, The, Eduardo Ayres Soares, 2m (Porto Alegre, imminent death in an effort to leave clues for the
BRAZIL) Bill prepares for an intimate dinner at home coroner. SUN-9/WA/4PM
with his lover but their evening is interrupted,
revealing that all may not be as domestically blissful
as it seems. FRI-14/CR/3PM
Consolation Prize, Todd Kipp, 11m (CANADA) A
delusional deadbeat dad living on an inherited
wasteland of wrecked cars and trucks, tries to
connect with his son over a surprise weekend visit.
FRI-14/CL/5PM

Daughter of an Ocean, Kintan Chauhan, 3m
(Brooklyn, NY USA) Remembering her mother's
story, a fish discovers a tale to live by. FRI7/CL/12PM

Dead Devils, Elissa Cohn, 2m (CA USA) An
Conundrum, Bill Wetherill & Kristin LeVanway, 5m observation of a man on a beach and the personal
(Phoenix, AZ USA) A desperate ex-con confronts a demons that haunt him. TH-13/CL/5PM
life-altering decision in this gritty slice-of-life drama.
Effloresce, Kathleen Davison, 30m (Los Angeles,
SUN-9/VL/3PM
CA USA) Following a miscarriage and broken
engagement, Amelia makes an unorthodox decision
Conversation with a Cigarette, Russell Brown,
to move in next door to her ex, testing her theory that
18m (Los Angeles, CA USA) A cat and mouse game
love can be re-purposed, but is not disposable - her
ensues when a man faces his greatest enemy: a
experiment is met with considerable challenges.
cigarette. SAT-8/VL/5PM
SAT-15/WA/2PM

Corra at Home, Bryan Cooper, 20m (Los Angeles,
CA USA) A portrait of Corra, a girl in her twenties,
jobless in her home town after lacking motivation to
move forward. When her roommate and best friend,
Ethan, breaks the news that he has met someone,
she delves further into her apathy to find a surprising
revelation at the bottom. FRI-14/CL/5PM

Death on a Rock, Scott Ballard 82m (Portland, OR
USA) This vibrantly shot tale follows Lillian’s year of
happiness, pain, and growth, told through flashbacks
and drifting between memories and shifting
consciousness. Seen through a framework of loss, it
is a bittersweet tale balanced between tragedy and
levity. TH-6/AF/10PM, SAT-8/VL/7PM
Elegy, Dawn Hollison, 16m (Ann Arbor, MI USA) A
Deathbed Regrets, Robert David Duncan, 8m A man and woman inhabit separate spaces, enacting
reflection on life's greatest regrets and what might be mysterious rituals which reflect their states of grief
done to change the course of our personal destinies. and entanglement. FRI-7/DR/4:30PM
FRI-7/CR/5PM, FRI-7/AF/10PM

Elegy, Yousef Kargar 30m (Urmia, ISLAMIC Ferdinand Knapp, Andrea Baldini, 15m (Paris,
REPUBLIC OF IRAN) An old man, an expectation, a FRANCE) Ferdinand Knapp is the pre-eminent actor
of French theatre, revered by all. In preparing for a
hope... SUN-9/VL/5PM
new play, the lines between his character’s
malevolent personality and his own begin to blur. His
double warps his reality into a nightmare and
compels him to commit an irredeemable act. TH13/VL/7PM

Emotional Dimensions of the James River, The,
Michelle Marquez, 3m (Midlothian, VA USA) This
experimental film provides an experience on a
neuroscience research project that correlates a
mathematical parameter of sounds and images with
the selective triggering of emotional states. Enlighten
yourself by looking at the world from your personal
point of view while dreaming inside your curiosity.
SUN-9/VL/1PM

Francesca, Gaëna da Sylva, 4m (Quebec,
CANADA) An abstract, poetic short film inspired by
the art and life of American photographer Francesca
Woodman and set to the music of Bill Madden. FRI7/DR/4:30PM
Fred Effect, The, Aaron Kish, 53m (Olympia WA
USA) A biographical portrait of Fred Goldberg: an
Olympia, WA business man, art collector, and
philanthropist that is doing his part to make the world
a better place. FRI-14/DR/2:30PM

Fill Up. Pour Out., Marc Havener, 10m (Lawrence,
KS, USA) A health clinic re-defines what health care
looks like in their community by unfolding the role of
service and generosity in the human experience. From the Sky, Ian Ebright, 18m (Seattle, WA USA) A
SAT-8/CL/12PM
peaceful father and troubled son struggle to cope
with the effects of drone warfare in their region of the
Middle East. SAT-8/WA/6PM, SUN-9/DR/2:30PM
Fungiphilia Rising, Madison McClintock, 13m
(Bozeman, MT USA) By attending mushroom forays
and fungus festivals, talking to scores of individuals
from mycologists to artists, businessmen to locovore
chefs, we paint a vivid image of the secret life of
mushrooms and their admirers. SAT-8/CL/12PM

Ethan and Eli, Katrina Albright, 24m (Brooklyn, NY
USA) Two teenage boys break curfew the night Fire Ripples, Mark Roeder, 3m (Aurora, CO USA)
before one of them deploys to Afghanistan. SUN- An escaped mental patient is chased into a raging
9/DR/2:30PM, SAT-15/WA/2PM
forest fire where he sees a female fire fighter and
drags her into an opening in the fire. He may be
Eye, Soulemane Ouedraog & Gabriel Colombo 3m insane, but he thinks he can tame wildfire. FRI(Pittsburgh, PA USA) Clarice is a 20 year- old girl 7/CR/5PM, SUN-9/AF/10PM
who is fascinated by eyeballs. SUN-9/VL/3PM
Fishing for Unicorns, Chris Rady, 30m (Los
Fallen Phoenix, The, Gwendolyn Barriac, 5m Angeles, CA USA) The story of Joe Everett, a
(Encinitas, CA USA) An established composer surfboard maker whose passion for fishing has led to
struggles to write a masterpiece that pleases both an obsession that has taken over his life: catching
himself and his sponsor. He must choose whether to the world record large-mouth bass. SAT-15/CR/3PM
stay true to his art or to please those around him.
FRI-7/CL/12PM, SUN-9/WA/2PM

Gift, The, Mardig Sheridan, 26m (Seattle, WA USA)
In 1970 during the height of the Vietnam war, a
career army officer faces a crisis when his 19-yearold son draws a low number in the military draft
lottery, just as the country is turning against the war.
SAT-8/WA/6PM, SUN-9/DR/2:30PM

Girls Night, Lindsey Copeland, 87m Five college
friends reunite for a concert in Boston. When one of
them loses the tickets, the group must take on the
task of retracing her steps to find the missing tickets,
encountering a series of characters along the way.
SAT-8/WA/4PM

Flowers, Sabina Sattar, 8m (London, UK) A boy falls
in love with a deaf and mute girl and has to find a
Family Mart, Jayaprakash Koroth, 11m ( Bangalore, way to communicate his feelings for her. FRIKa INDIA) An urban family tries to explore a 14/CR/3PM
consumer market to buy love and happiness in a
world conquered by materialistic culture. TH- Food Chains, Sanjay Rawal, 83m (Jamaica, NY
USA) In this expose, an intrepid group of Florida
13/VL/5PM
farmworkers battle to defeat the $4 trillion global
supermarket industry through their ingenious Fair
Food program, which partners with growers and
retailers to improve working conditions for farm Giving Tree, The, Philip A Christiansen, 16m A girl
laborers in the United States. SAT-8/DR/2:30PM
befriends a tree who keeps her secrets & holds a
lifetime of memories. FRI-14/CL/5PM

REGISTER FOR FREE AT
Fashion to Die For, Lynn Estomin, 6m
(Williamsport, PA USA) In a kaleidoscope of spinning
spools of colorful thread, flowing ribbons of fabric,
and the frantic movement of garment workers and
machines, rescue workers fearfully search for family
members. SAT-8/CL/12PM
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Goldfish Overboard, John Ingebrigtsen 1m When a
goldfish gets lost in the ocean, will he survive? FRI7/CL/12PM
Good Boy, Blake Hodges 6m A young man's plan to
ask permission to marry his girlfriend takes a turn for
the unexpected when he helps the family search for
their missing dog. FRI-14/DR/6:30PM, SAT15/WA/4PM

Happy Birthday, Dad, Dave Merlino & Dustin Sweet Hysteria, Cornelia Albrecht, 2m (Berlin, GERMANY)
8m (Seattle, WA USA) As he prepares for his Dad's A portrait of female suffering, theory in pictures and
birthday, a man comes to realize just how much he sound. SAT-15/VL/1PM
learned from his father. SAT-8/DR/6:30PM, FRI14/CL/5PM

Good Neighbor, The, Taeho Kang, 11m (Los
Angeles, CA USA / SOUTH KOREA) An all-American
security guard finishes his night shift at the US
Immigration Department. Unfortunately for him, his
new, naive Chinese neighbor girl will not give him
peace the next morning. Let the culture clash begin.
FRI-7/VL/7PM

I Need My Monster, Howard Cook, 11m (Denver,
CO USA) A unique spin on the monster-under-theHealing Magdalene, Donna Valverde 95m A bed story, for all monster-loving kids. FRI-7/CL/12PM
Documentary bringing awareness to Female Genital
Mutilation (FGM), a practice which predominately
takes place against women throughout Eastern,
Central and Western Africa. Aiming to act as a
catalyst, helping eliminate FGM and bringing balance
to the genders. SAT-15/CR/5PM

Gospel According to Bart, The, Timothy Ashby,
92m (AZ USA) Nathaniel's boyfriend kills himself
after a homophobic beating. Broken-hearted, he
contemplates asking his best friend since high
school, to marry him. She, however, has other ideas
roping him into a church play with an openly gay
apostle who helps him see that he has more courage
than he thinks. TH-13/WA/6PM
Heavy Metal Greg, Gregory Graham, 28m
(Chatsworth, CA USA) Gregory Graham brings his
Greeley's Nature, Greeley Wells, 17m (Jacksonville, laid-back persona to this music news program and
OR USA) A journey with cloud and water themes entertains music fans of all ages with a 30-minute
through a few of the most beautiful places in show in which he conducts completely improvised
Southern Oregon and Hawaii. Inviting you into a interviews with famous musicians. FRI-14/VL/5PM
deeper experience of nature to 'Slow up, Take Time,
Look Deeply, Be Deeper'. FRI-14/DR/2:30PM &
SAT-15/CR/3PM

Greenland, Oren Gerner, 17m (Tel Aviv, ISRAEL)
Coming to his parents' house to pack his belongings
before moving in with his girlfriend, exposes Oren's
place between child and adult, between intimacy and
alienation. SUN-9/VL/5PM

Haircut, The, Alexis Ostrander Korycinski, 14m
(North Hollywood, CA USA) It's 1976 and petite 18yr-old Amy is among the first class of female cadets
accepted into military service academies. Under
incredible emotional and physical strain, she
struggles to survive her first day, battling vicious
sexism, swallowing self-doubt, and fighting to prove
she has what it takes. SAT-8/WA/6PM, SUN9/DR/2:30PM
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Hiding Blame, Scott Ballard, 18m (Portland, OR
USA) Three parents struggle to make sense of an
act of violence that has left one teen dead and
another in custody. As they grapple with their grief
and their questions, it becomes clear none of them
knew all that was going on in their sons' lives still
someone knows more than they are willing to admit.
FRI-14/WA/8PM

Hoko-Bang-Sing, Hugo Teugels, 13m (Leuven,
Flemish-Brabant BELGIUM) A sleeping woman in the
subway has the same dream 3 times in 3 different
cities. When she finally leaves her hotel and takes a
taxi, it looks like her recurring dreams are some kind
of prediction. FRI-14/CR/3PM
Hopscotch, Shomshuklla Das, 86m (Mumbai,
INDIA) A young woman returns home one day to find
that a childhood friend, whom she once lost, is back
to play games with her, but Ria can't come out to
play, because her Mama said so. SAT-15/WA/6PM

I've Just had a Dream, Javi Navarro, 7m (Valencia,
SPAIN) Irene is eight and she just woke up from a
horrible dream. FRI-14/VL/3PM
Illusion, The, Mohammad Reza Hanafi, 2m
(Ekbatan Tehran, IRAN) The human story: illusion
and vanity. SUN-9/VL/5PM
In Memory, 72U, 11m A story of a community's
digital journey through the life, death and
remembering of PlainWhite Tom, a Chicago street
performer who tragically took his life on January 1,
2013. SAT-15/CR/3PM

In Search of the Miraculous, Sam Kuhn, 14m A
young man draws silently toward the siren call of
oblivion on a river of cinematic images and sounds
flowing into an ocean. TH-13/CL/5PM, FRI14/WA/8PM

Incredible Adventures of Jojo (And His Annoying
Little Sister), The, Brian and Ann-Marie Schmidt
77m A six year old boy named Jojo wakes up from a
car crash in the middle of the woods. Reluctantly, he
takes his baby sister Avila from the crash and plops
her into his backpack. The two of them try to make it
back home, encountering hobos, wolves, and raging
rivers along the way. TH-6/WA/6PM, SUN9/DR/4:30PM
Indian Ate the Woodchuck, Brad Pattulio, 4m
(Edinboro, PA USA) A stop motion animated
bluegrass music video. TH-6/WA/6PM, FRI7/CL/12PM

Inheritance, Italian Style, Doug Bremner, 90m
(Atlanta, GA USA) Five sisters return to their home in
Sicily to divide up the family art and furniture, and all
hell breaks loose! SAT-15/WA/4PM

Kandiyohi, Nicholas Engan, 92m (Minneapolis, NM
USA) A neo-western story of three down-on-theirluck friends drifting through life in their late-20s. After
reconnecting during a visit to their hometown, things
take a rapid spiral downturn when they decide to rob
Insectopia,
Robert
David
Duncam,
1m the town’s corrupt sheriff. TH-13/AF/10PM, FRIReincarnation can be such a bug. FRI-7/CR/5PM, 14/VL/7PM
SUN-9/WA/6PM
Last Night Inn, The, John Heath 86m (Burbank, CA
It Goes, Brandon Doherty, 3m (Chicago, IL USA) A USA) When a collection of strangers checks into the
pinhole landscape, this is a circular journey from the Last Night Inn for the night, intersecting stories of
lake and the surrounding urban environment. TH- desperation, sex, and deceit reveal a night of
13/CL/5PM
coincidences,
betrayals,
and
crime.
FRI7/DR/6:30PM, SUN-9/WA/8PM
Jessica Walking, Maria Sanders, 29m (Ellensburg,
WA USA) After a drunken night out in an unfamiliar
town, Jessica stumbles into the house of an older
woman who knows there’s more to her story. FRI14/DR/6:30PM, SAT-15/WA/2PM

Jesus through My Eyes, Nelly Delgrosso, 14m
(Howard Beach, NY USA) Genesis has a dream
about meeting Jesus while traveling from NYC to the
Dominican Republic. Young Jesus is playful, social,
and loves to spend time alone praying, but he gets in
trouble for being so unique. TH-13/WA/4PM, FRI14/WA/2PM

Mad About Him "Pazza di Lui", Luca Bardella, 27m
(Rome, ITALY) When Andrea throws a house party,
two unexpected ladies crash the party. A story of true
friendship, unexpected relationships and unplanned
consequences. SAT-15/VL/1PM
Magician, The, Derek Krantz, 3m (Los Angeles, CA
USA) That guy on the street just wants to do some
magic for you! SAT-8/VL/5PM
Makeover, Don Percy, 7m (Melbourne, AUSTRALIA)
Horrie, a lonely widower, decides it's time to start
dating again. When he finds the perfect woman, he
decides to upgrade to a more youthful appearance
with an unconventional and elaborate home-style
makeover but will he be able to keep up the façade?
SAT-8/VL/5PM

Leonard, Jameson Hargear 13m (Poughkeepsie,
NY USA) An intimate portrait of Leonard, a lonely
man whose comfortable but unfulfilling routine is
interrupted by an unexpected discovery at the Malady, Jack James, 101m (Northampton, UNITED
grocery store. SUN-9/DR/2:30PM, FRI-14/AF/10PM KINGDOM) After the painful loss of her mother, Holly
attempts to escape her pain by looking for love. Her
Little Apple, "Petite Pomme", Marjorie Langevin, meeting Matthew, a man troubled by a secretive and
12m Rose's young single mother spends her days obscure past, seems promising but when he takes
looking for a 'fix' to problems rather than caring for her back to his childhood home, old memories and
her daughter. Will Rose be able to break the cycle or deceits try to tear apart the bonds of love and loyalty
they have forged. SUN-9/VL/7PM
repeat her mother’s mistakes? FRI-14/DR/6:30PM
Man Slave, The, Jacqueline Beach, 7m (Sydney,
AUSTRALIA) Georgie's online search for love has
proved disastrous as potential suitors turn out to be
either arrogant, crazy or both. Peter, the newest
match, seems handsome and charming but
something about him is not quite right. FRI14/DR/6:30PM, SAT-15/DR/4:30PM
Mayhem in Mosier, John Worsley, 6m (Mosier, OR
USA) A comic black & white short film with modern
twists, in which the heroine and her dog rescue her
hapless lover after the jealous villain ties him to the
Locanda,
Lucas
Pannatier
20m
(Vétroz, railroad tracks, sprinkled with hashtags and lolspeak.
SWITZERLAND) Vincent, a shy man in his thirties, is SAT-15/WA/6PM
in love with a courtesan who dreams of eye surgery.
Discovering she can’t afford it, Vincent decides to
finance the operation. SAT-15/VL/1PM

JILEL - The Calling of the Shell, Jack Niedenthal,
78m (Majuro, MARSHALL ISLANDS) A beautiful
Marshallese girl's concern for her vanishing, low
lying islands causes her to discover a way to change
the entire world in order to save her beloved
homeland. FRI-14/WA/6PM
Long Dream, Eddie Liu 14m (Chiayi City, TAIWAN)
Leon is trapped in a place between this world and a
dream world. Shifting between reality and
imagination, Leon is forced to make an extreme
decision. FRI-14/WA/2PM, SAT-15/WA/12PM

Love is Now, Jim Lounsbury, 97m (Waverley,
AUSTRALIA) Propelled by new love, Dean and
Audrey embark on a formative adventure following
the Australian Harvest Trail, where Dean discovers Me, Sammeer Satiish, 84m (Pune, Maharashta,
significantly more than he expected along the way. INDIA) Sarah, a psychologist, is attempting to cure
her husband Aryan of his OCD. She seeks the help
FRI-14/VL/1PM
of Dr. Khan, a psychiatrist. Their efforts to cure Aryan
fail, however they consider Paranormal Psychology
Joan's Boys, Catherine van Campen, 60m
is an option. TH-13/VL/5PM
(Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS) Joan is a committed,
social worker and psychotherapist who works with
derailed teenagers. Here she is helping 15 yr old
Moroccan twins, Alaa and Adil. SAT-8/CR/7PM

Love Socks, Shailla Quadra, 70m (Sydney,
AUSTRALIA) A heart warming story about love,
family, friends and body function conflicts. As a child,
Frederica is diagnosed with a phenomenon called
Reynolds Aguda: she will sneeze forever unless she
is wearing socks. When she loses her socks, trouble
ensues: jeopardizing her relationships. SUN9/WA/2PM, TH-13/WA/4PM

Michelle's Party, Lara Salmon & Mari Walker, 30m
(Los Angeles, CA USA) Lara Salmon painted four
blood portraits at Michelle's party in 2012. In this
glimpse into that event, we get to be a fly on the wall.
FRI-14/DR/2:30PM, SAT-15/CR/3PM

My Doe, Anna Troyanskaya, 16m (Moscow,
RUSSIAN FEDERATION) A couple has everything
they desire: love, beauty, wealth and success.
Unsatisfied, they pursue pleasure elsewhere. FRI7/CR/3PM

Milkshake, SangJin Ko, 30m (New York, NY USA)
After their parents died, an adopted teenage boy
struggles to live with his adoptive little sister against
harsh reality. FRI-14/CL/5PM
Modesto 2034 - Glimpses of the Future, Michael
George, 4m (Modesto, CA USA) A journey into the
future of Modesto, CA with a transmedia alternate
reality game. Uncovering clues and reflecting upon
what the future of the city could be, our player
explores his own moral character as he exposes or
protects his brother. SAT-15/VL/3PM

Oblivion Season, Abbas Rafei 94m (Tehran,
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN) An ex-prostitute
starts a new life by marrying her loved one. But
leaving the shadow of her dark past is not as easy as
it seemed before. Now she is a prisoner and to earn
her freedom she must fight the masculine society
My Heart, Yaser Talebi, 2m (Sari, Mazandaran surrounding her. FRI-7/VL/5PM
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN) Miss Teacher’s heart
is sick and her students want to give her a big heart
as a present. FRI-7/VL/5PM

Ocean, Stephanie Maxwell, 12m (Fairport, NY USA)
Sunlight on moving water and bottom sand reveal
the infinitely animated and ever-changing world of
visual compositions and events that have a charged,
emotive power when presented as distinct variations
and themes interwoven with the musical score. SAT8/WA/6PM, FRI-14/WA/2PM

My Last Breath, Cy Dodson, 23m (Minneapolis, MN
USA) On a cold, fateful January morning in 1992, 17Mood, Mahmoud Yossry 22m (Cairo, EGYPT) An year-old Josh LaRue woke up struggling to breath
intimate portrait of a piano player who struggles with with an asthma attack and takes the last breath of
his life as he knows it. Revisiting that morning, an
depression. SAT-8/CL/12PM
untold story of this man's journey unfolds as he Of Stones and Water, Tonia Shimin, 9m (Goleta, CA
overcomes the greatest of obstacles. FRI-7/WA/2PM USA) Meditative, poetic and vibrant, this story traces
a dancer's response and relationship to a labyrinth of
stone and to the sea, finding the point of connection
where the two worlds come together. SAT8/WA/6PM, FRI-14/WA/2PM

Mount Lawrence, Chandler Wild 98m (New York,
NY USA) The journey of Chandler Wild as he
bicycles 6,708 miles from New York City to the
western end of the road in Alaska. In an attempt to
reconnect with his adventure loving father who
committed suicide in 2007. A personal film exploring
what one can find not just at the destination, but on
the journey as well. SAT-8/AF/10PM, SUN9/VL/1PM

My 89 Generation, Pawel Jozwiak-Rodan, 16m
(Lodz, POLAND) Seven young people born after
1989 tell their own story through personal video
footage. These passion-driven people strive for their
dreams while living through their first loves, betrayals
and breakups. An intimate look at youth chasing their
dreams, seek love, and learning to express their
affections and emotions. SAT-8/VL/1PM

My Best Friend’s Death, Eric McCoy 15m (Los
Angeles, CA USA) A comedy about a guy who tries
to commit suicide. When the Grim Reaper shows up,
the two discover they went to high school together.
SAT-8/VL/5PM

Negative Nature, Dawn George, 6m (Halifax, Nova
Scotia CANADA) Bugs, slugs, and time-lapse plants
are treated in film reversal, embellished with a
sophisticated sound design, delivered drama and
humor in a blast of challenging cinematic reverie. One Pound Wine Incident, The, Ben Trunk, 4m
TH-13/CL/5PM
(Rugby, Warwickshire UK) After waking up in a daze,
Ben attempts to piece together what happened to
him during the night after drinking a bottle of vaguely
labeled ‘One Pound Wine’. FRI-7/CL/12PM

Neighbor Hood, The, Anthony Orkin, 14m (Portland,
OR USA) A couple brings home a rough stranger
who is poor in everything except mojo; and mojo is
the one thing they don’t have. Can their lackluster Only the Essential: A Hike from Mexico to
love withstand his presence, or will this homeboy Canada on the Pacific Crest Trail, Colin Arisman,
40m (Marshfield, VT USA) In the summer of 2013,
Romeo tear them apart? SAT-15/WA/8PM
Vermonter's Casey Gannon and Colin Arisman thruNever Caught a Thing, Islam Balbaa, 5m This is the hiked the Pacific Crest Trail with cameras in hand.
story of a workaholic father who got so consumed This is the story of their 5 month, 2668 mile journey
on foot from Mexico to Canada across the
with work that he lost his family. SUN-9/VL/3PM
wilderness of the West. SAT-8/CL/12PM
No Milk, Melanie Abramov, 16m (Brooklyn, NY USA)
Set in an alternate future where breast milk is the
known cause of deadly epidemics, breasts are
considered to be repulsive by the public at large. But
a rebellious, adolescent tries to maintain a positive
self-image in the face of a society that thinks she's
ugly, toxic and wants to cut her down to size. SAT15/VL/3PM

Other People's Children, Liz Hinlein 80m (Los
Angeles, CA) Reeling from the death of her father, a
young filmmaker gets sucked into the dangerous life
of a mysterious homeless man. SAT-15/WA/8PM
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Painted Dreams, Michael Krozer, 56m (Freehold,
NJ USA) Peter, a veteran who was tortured while
being held prisoner, suffers from PTSD and is unable
to suppress the memory of his experiences. He
becomes angry, violent, and increasingly withdrawn
from his life. Refusing to let himself spiral deeper into
depression, he seeks out the guidance of an unusual Public Access, Kevin Hanna, 20m (Chicago, IL
online friend who is committed to helping him. TH- USA) Peggy, the eager new station manager of a
public access TV station gets a dressing down from
13/DR/4:30PM, SAT-15/DR/12:30PM
Gary, the very person who thinks he should have
gotten the job, as he introduces her to the various
workers and volunteers and warns her of the city
council who tries to shut down the station at every
turn. SAT-8/WA/4PM

Parallax, Graham Nolte, 78m (West Chester, PA
USA) Set in 1987, this is the story of a man who
develops an alternate vision for the Internet, and
isolates himself throughout the process. FRI14/AF/10PM, SAT-15/DR/2:30PM
Re+Belief, Raymond McCarthy Bergeron, 7m (North
Bathesda, MD USA) An experience that questions if
Patterson's Wager, O. Corbin Saleken 84m recalling memories can break a cycle. FRI(Vancouver, BC CANADA) A man discovers that he 7/CL/12PM, FRI-14/WA/2PM
has the unpredictable ability to see two minutes into
the future. FRI-7/WA/8PM, SAT-15/VL/7PM
Peace, Hasan Najmabadi 4m (Tehran, ISLAMIC
STATE OF IRAN) Why do people fight with each
other, mother? SUN-9/VL/5PM

Rock is Not an Attitude, Xiaoxiao Tang, 5m (New
York, NY USA) A four-person band are interviewed
revealing memories of the band members’ previous
lives. Can they move on from the past to really build
something new? FRI-7/CL/12PM
Rodeo Dog, Rebecca Hynes, 14m (Portland, OR
USA) Jake, an extraordinary bull wrangling dog
raised by a ranching family from central Oregon,
lives on the rodeo circuit. SAT-8/DR/4:30PM

Run Crab Run! Wei Lu, 6m (New York, NY USA) A
duo of crabs try to escape their fate on a cruise
ship's kitchen and journey towards the ocean. FRI7/CL/12PM
Russian River, The: All Rivers - The Value of an
American Watershed, William Sorenson, 120m An
exploration of the diverse geological, biological, and
social forces influencing the well-being of California's
legendary
Russian
River
watershed.
SAT15/CR/1PM

Pet World, Jake Eide, 21m (New York, NY USA) The
suspicious death of a pet snake puts a choke hold on
a loving father. FRI-14/DR/6:30PM

Red Earth Calling, Jennifer Jessum, 12m (Santa
Monica, CA USA) A young man gets lost in the
desert and becomes entranced by the spirit of the
land. SAT-8/WA/6PM
Reflection, Michelle Morte, 6m (Torrance, CA USA)
While reflecting on her place in life, a girl begins to
see herself in the other characters around her. SAT15/WA/6PM
Picking Up the Pieces, Joshua Tebeau, 27m
(Deerfield, MA USA / POLAND) Exploring the lives of
Jewish child Holocaust survivors as they rebuilt their
lives after World War Two, the film builds a nuanced
and complex portrait of the survivors’ struggles
through the lens of key universal questions about
belief in God, forgiveness, home, Jewish identity and
memory. SAT-8/DR/4:30PM, SAT-15/CR/7PM

Sam's Box, Felipe Gon, 14m (Studio City, CA USA)
Due to tragic events, two lonely guys hatch a series
of plans to take their own lives. But do they really
stick to their plan and commit suicide? FRI7/DR/2:30PM, TH-13/WA/6PM

Replacement, Luiz Felipe Sandre, 7m (Piteå, Samaritan, SangJin Ko, 3m (New York, NY USA) A
Norrbotten SWEDEN) While waiting for her husband, homeless man struggles for survival on the street.
Monique receives a visit from Jake that may change SAT-8/CL/12PM
both of their futures. SAT-15/VL/1PM

Point Society, Beth Brown 29m (Candia, NH USA) A
mystery that explores the crooked and veiled world
we live in today. Revealing the corner into the
clandestine realm of those that hold sway over
conspiracy, control, and the very reality we accept
and are taken by force and suggestion into the
societies that broker this mass control over every
nation and every person. FRI-14/DR/4:30PM
Requiem, Michael Burgner, 16m With quiet strength,
a young girl on the verge of womanhood battles
against her religious father who believes women are
sinful creatures. SAT-15/DR/12:30PM

Samurai Opera, Showgo Ookawa, 20m (Tokyo,
JAPAN) “This is How I Live...” The fate of a Ronin
seeking revenge. A completely new stylish Samurai
musical drama sung in English. FRI-14/WA/6PM,
SAT-15/DR/2:30PM
Sanat, Angel Villaverde 12m (Bilbao, SPAIN) Sanat
is a 23 year old girl who is involved in a surreal and
frightening situation with her boyfriend, Hugo.
FRI-14/VL/3PM

Primrose Lane, Kathleen Davison, 88m (Los
Angeles, CA USA) The decision to enter an unlocked
home triggers an irreversible chain of events for
Robin and Chris, catapulting them into an alternate Rise, Ali F. Mostafa, 15m (Dubai, U.A.E.) A reflection
reality where they are not as alone as they think. on Modern Arabia and the relationship between
FRI-7/AF/10PM, SAT-15/DR/6:30PM
business and art. TH-13/CL/5PM

Savage Hero, Katie Canty 7m (Redondo Beach, CA
USA) Two years after the World Trade Center towers
went down, a 9-11 widow is confronted by a NYFD
Chief who feels she did something unforgivable on
September 10th, 2001. SUN-9/VL/3PM

Sezar Alkassab: David, Sezar Alkassab, 1m
(Glasgow, Scotland UK) The story of David vs.
Goliath with a stand-up comedian’s twist. FRI7/CL/12PM, FRI-7/CR/5PM, SAT-8/DR/6:30PM

Screw the Pooch, Derek Krantz 16m (Los Angeles,
CA USA) A clumsy confrontation about a woman
between two polar opposite guys morphs into an
unexpected therapy session. FRI-14/CR/3PM

Simpler Times, Steve Monarque, 33m (NJ / NY
USA) Harry, a recently widowed man in his golden
years, reluctantly moves in with his daughter and
son-in-law. All he wants is a peaceful cup of coffee
and his daily newspaper, but finds himself trapped in
the newspaper-less and bizarre world of modern
Seagull Meat "Carne de gaviota", Felipe Espinosa, technology. FRI-14/DR/6:30PM
20m (Bilbao, SPAIN) Roberto, Susana and Marc are
shipwrecked in a desert beach where their fight for Solipsist Awards, The, David Miller, 3m (New York,
survival push them to subsist emotionally and AL USA) Guy Manson hosts an award ceremony for
himself. SAT-8/VL/5PM
discover who they really are. FRI-14/VL/3PM
Secret Life of Balloons, Nina Graham, 10m
(UNITED KINGDOM) Left lost and believing they'll
never connect again, a boy and his girlfriend
question the boundaries of love, life and letting go.
Sometimes there's only one thing left to say and only
one way to say it. FRI-14/CR/3PM

Solitary, Sasha Krane, 89m (CA USA) A gritty,
character-driven domestic drama about damaged,
lonely people living distinctly separate lives, but still
clinging to the hope that they can somehow
reconnect and become a real family. SAT15/WA/12PM

Split Gas, Jacques Edeline, 71m (Atlanta, GA USA)
When Oliver answers Jack’s campus bulletin ad
about sharing a ride to San Francisco for Spring
Break, they embark on a journey where ulterior
motives are concealed and Jack makes it his mission
to break Oliver out of his own head. SAT15/AF/10PM

Star Leaf, Richard Cranor 77m (Normandy Beach,
NJ USA) Three hikers venture out on a quest to find
a secret grove of marijuana, legend says was
planted by extra-terrestrials. When they violate the
sacred laws governing the ethereal weed, the
struggle for their lives against other-worldly forces
belies a message about PTSD and the use of
Cannabis as medicinal treatment. SUN-9/AF/10PM
Stay, Yining (Colin) Yan, 5m (Burbank, CA USA) A
journey of parallel time-lines between a pregnant
wife and her husband. Will her husband make it to
the birth in time? FRI-14/CR/3PM

Story of the Friends, The, Mahmoud Yossry 25m
(Cairo, EGYPT) A fascinating look into the lives of
young Egyptian men who long to experience life
Somnambulists, The, Mark Andres, 92m (Portland, outside their country. SAT-8/CL/12PM
OR USA) Bruno Flowers, a former circus performer,
searches for his missing partner, a boy who Strangers on Bench, Mark Datuin, 7m (Toronto,
mysteriously disappeared. Along the way, he meets Ontario CANADA) A young woman gets caught in
the inventor of Somnambula, a new drug that takes the middle of a twisted couple's misery. SATaway the need for sleep, who has more power than 15/DR/12:30PM
meets the eye. SUN-9/WA/6PM

September Sketch Book, Ronnie Cramer, 8m
(Denver, CO USA) A series of sequences based on
flags from around the world. FRI-7/CL/12PM
Seven Daffodils for Alice, Kurtis Hough, 8m
(Portland, OR USA) A two-part tribute to legendary
folk singer Alice Stuart. SAT-15/AF/10PM
Seven Story Sycamore, Ursula Ellis, 6m (New York,
NY USA) In this intimate, lyrical drama, a struggling
young couple must decide whether or not to put their
ill cat to sleep. SAT-8/WA/6PM, SAT-15/WA/4PM

Seven Ways from Sunday, Robert Sickels, 7m
(Walla Walla, WA USA) This compellingly exploration
chronicles a series of unexpected moments of
personal revelation, resulting in a powerful
meditation on how seemingly fleeting moments of
human contact can have profound long-term
repercussions. FRI-7/DR/6:30PM, SAT-8/WA/8PM

Sophie Said Something, Clint Bargen, 9m
(Vancouver, BC CANADA) Young love isn't easy,
especially when the most eligible man around is
dating someone else. But when two friends hear a
juicy bit of gossip about the couple, they draw very
different conclusions. SUN-9/WA/8PM

Struggle of Libations, The, Erin Mullally, 8m
(Dublin, IRELAND) A man undertakes a night-long
odyssey across Dublin as he questions his only
meaningful relationship, the one he maintains with
his ever loyal post-work pint. SAT-8/VL/5PM
Subtle Body, Robin Bisio, 4m (Santa Barbara, CA
USA) An offering to the mysterious mountain gods of
light and time. As geologic strata, this dance short is
an imprint of our time on earth. SAT-8/WA/6PM, FRI14/WA/2PM

Split, David Woods, 8m (UNITED KINGDOM) A
troubled man starts to fall apart when his lover runs
off with an extract from his personality. SAT15/VL/3PM
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Sugar Coated, Shachar Aylon, 11m (Los Angeles,
CA USA) Lolita, a fashion movement imported from
the streets of Harajuku, Tokyo, has a thriving group
of followers in Los Angeles. We follow four Lolitas
and investigate their motivations for taking on the
extreme style. SAT-8/CL/12PM
Superspecial, Dylan Dyer, 3m (Guysville, OH USA)
A young boy's childhood fantasies become more real
as he grows older, blurring the line between fiction
and reality. FRI-7/CL/12PM

Syncopation, Yael Segal, 15m (Tel Aviv, ISRAEL)
Grieving over the loss of her brother, an Israeli
woman yearns after her ex-husband whom she left.
When she finds him to win him back, however, he is
living with another women and a love triangle may be
more than she can handle. SUN-9/VL/5PM
Tadlock Meadows, Matthew Stanasolovich, 27m
(Winston-Salem, NC USA) A 'self-aware' young man,
dancing on the fringes of adulthood, attempts to
make sense of his past through the guise of an
emotionally turbulent friendship. SUN-9/WA/2PM,
TH-13/CL/5PM
Think Ink, Wally Chung, 7m (New York, NY USA) An
animated film about outcasts and acceptance, a la
psychology
inkblots.
FRI-7/CL/12PM,
FRI7/CR/5PM, SAT-8/WA/8PM

Tikotin - A Life Devoted to Japanese Art, Mrs.
Santje Kramer, 77m (Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS)
The grandson of a celebrated German Jewish art
dealer tries to unravel the story of his grandfather.
Along with a success story and exciting adventures,
he find that his grandfather’s personal history is not
as shiny as his business success. FRI-7/WA/6PM
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Up River, Francine Dennis, 6m (Kalama, WA USA)
Between Mt St Helens and the Columbia River,
families are being raised and not all of them are
human. Up River documents a fisherman's
encounter with more than he anticipates in the
Tom in America, Flavio Alves, 16m (Forest Hills, NY woods. SAT-8/AF/10PM, SUN-9/VL/1PM
USA) For 50 years, Michael and Betty have been
united by one guiding principle: no secrets. But when Upon the Rock, James Bascara, 9m (New York, NY
a provocative Tom of Finland doll triggers Michael's USA) A man leading a Sisyphean life suddenly has a
long-buried desires, Betty discovers that secrets euphoric vision but then undergoes a dysphoric
have been part of their life all along and must transformation. FRI-7/CL/12PM, FRI-7/WA/6PM,
decided if their love can survive such a breach of SUN-9/WA/6PM
trust. FRI-7/WA/8PM, SAT-15/VL/5PM
Uprising Pact, Ale Paschoalini 15m (BRAZIL) It is
Tomgirl, Stephen Przybylowski, 14m (Seattle, WA night in the noisy metropolis of São Paulo when two
USA) Jake, a lovable gender non-conforming seven poets meet, come close and fall in love with each
year old, invites us into his world to explore the other. Uprising Pact is a one night visual poem about
transforming power that love and support can have freedom and love between two young poets. FRIwhen young children are accepted for who they 14/WA/4PM, SAT-15/WA/2PM
really are. SUN-9/WA/4PM, SAT-15/CR/5PM
Useless Fiction, A, Cheong Kin Man, 31m
Trailer Study #16: A Square and Circle Talking, (MACAU) Approaching life struggles as a dilemma
Brandon Doherty, 1m (Chicago, IL USA) A square between the filmed and the non-filmed, the
and a circle talk about the conversion from analogue translation and the impossibility of communication,
the voice-over and the subtitles, everything becomes
to digital. TH-13/CL/5PM
useless when one transcends boundaries inside the
Transformer, Masaki Katsuyama, 2m (Moorhead, mind. SAT-8/CR/7PM
MN USA) A male college student falls in love with a
girl but he isn't confident in his looks so he decides Valiant, Robin Phillips, 28m (Los Angeles, CA USA)
to transforms himself into other good looking guys to A band of wanted air pirates set out on a dangerous
quest after finding a lost child princess who may hold
impress her. TH-13/CL/5PM
the ticket to their freedom. SAT-15/VL/3PM
Tricycle, The, David Bogard, 6m (Maumelle, AR
USA) An emotionally abused little girl finds
happiness with a broken tricycle and her fantasies.
FRI-7/WA/4PM, SAT-15/DR/12:30PM

Time Traveling Hobo, The, Sean Edward Day, 7m
(Upland, CA USA) While rummaging the beach for
various discarded treasures with his trusty metal
detector, an unkempt hobo lucks into a mysterious
pocket watch that transports him through time and
space. SAT-8/VL/5PM
Tin Man Project, The, Jordan Hackworth 77m (West
Hollywood, CA USA) 27 year-old Barry is now in
massive heart failure. He picks up a camera to
monument his last days with his friends and family Tumble Dry Low, Jefferson Stein, 7m (Dallas, TX
as he journeys to the Mayo Clinic for an USA) A little girl and her father deal with loss in East
experimental surgery. With the clock ticking, Barry Texas. FRI-14/CL/5PM
discovers legacy in the healing power of love and
laughter and sets forth to pay-it-forward before his
own time runs out. TH-13/CR/5PM

Tiny Things, Laura Savia, 14m (Brooklyn, NY USA)
Two sisters butt heads when one, heavily pregnant,
busies herself with all the pastel colored preparations
a baby shower inspires and the other, dripping with
sarcasm, can't help but poke fun at the ritual. SUN9/VL/3PM

Turn Off Before Living, Alexandre Dostie, 10m
(Trois-Rivières, Quebec CANADA) Paul, on a trip to
Havana, experiences difficulty keeping a smile on his
troubled face. But when he meets Agnela, a young
local working girl, whose job it is to please with a
practiced smile of her own, can she help bridge the
gap between unwanted emotions and true human
connection? SUN-9/VL/3PM

Voice from Mauthausen, A, Luigi Sperduti, 21m
(Henderson, NV USA) The incredible life of
Lieutenant Commander Jack Hedrick Taylor, United
States Navy Reserve, who was captured behind
enemy lines during WWII, incarcerated at
Mauthausen concentration camp despite his prisoner
of war status and later a witness at the Nuremburg
and Dachau war crimes trials. SUN-9/VL/3PM

War's Voices, “Pis'ma Vojny”, Vera Tomilova, 26m
(Moscow, RUSSIAN FEDERATION) A story based
on real letters between Russian soldiers on the front
lines of the war and their relatives. SAT-15/CR/7PM

Washakie and the boy with the wet hands, Orio
Peñalver, 10m (Bilbao, SPAIN) The Washakie's
village is suffering an unprecedented drought. When
Txoria Txori, Ibai Altuna 15m (Bilbao, SPAIN) FRI- his father falls ill and scarcity of water becomes
14/VL/3PM
worse, the boy embarks on a journey to the east, the
forbidden land, to seek help from the American
Unknown Unknown, Ed Flynn 12m An errant ginger colonists. FRI-14/VL/3PM
sends a peckish man on a surreal journey through
the bowels of a 24 hour grocery store. FRI14/AF/10PM, SAT-15/DR/4:30PM

Unsound, Andrew Sarcone, 89m (West Palm
Beach, FL USA) Roger is a security guard who
begins working the overnight shift at a high rise
residential building. Serial murders begin occurring
within the property grounds and Roger begins to
To See More Light, Kurtis Hough, 15m (Portland,
question everyone around him, even himself FRIOR USA) “There is a crack in everything, that’s how
7/DR/2:30PM
the light gets in.” –Leonard Cohen FRI-14/WA/2PM

Wildlike, Frank Hall Green, 98m (New York, NY
USA) Mackenzie, a troubled but daring teenage girl,
runs away into the Alaskan wilderness after she is
sent to live with her controlling uncle in Juneau,
Alaska. In the wild, she befriends a backpacker who
finds that MacKenzie is in more danger than they
Wedding Dance, Clayton Farris & Stephanie Ward
both anticipated. FRI-7/VL/1PM, SAT-15/CL/2PM
8m (Los Angeles, CA USA) A clumsy accountant
wants to impress his fiancé by learning a dance that Wildwood, Marta Renzi, 13m (Upper Nyack, NY
she wants to perform at their wedding, but the pushy USA) An intimate look at the imaginative play of a
choreographer pushes a little too hard. TH- pack of young girls: playing circle games, house, and
trolls and nymphs in a summer forest. Photos of girls
13/WA/8PM, FRI-14/WA/4PM1
in turn-of-the-century summer camps, evokes the
White Dame, Sheila Avellaneda 6m (Bilbao, SPAIN)
past and riffs on the eternal pleasures of long days
Annie is a young woman whose anxiety for life will
lost in nature. TH-13/VL/7PM
drive her into a path of unlimited pleasure. On this
journey she will find an enchanting addiction that will
dominate her and slowly drown her. FRI-14/VL/3PM
We are Friends, "Somos Amigos", Carlos Solano
Perez, 13m (Madrid, SPAIN) Julio finds himself in a
pickle when he learns that his best friend, along with
twenty four other workers under his service, have to
be fired. FRI-14/VL/3PM

Wonderpill, The, Mannyx Guillen, 81m (Zurich,
SWITZERLAND) A young woman suffers from heavy
migraines. Her boyfriend tricks her into taking a fake
pill to treat her migraines; side effect: an exploding
libido! FRI-14/WA/4PM, SAT-15/DR/4:30PM
Word, The, Caitlin Riggsbee, 12m (Englewood, NJ
USA) John Van Velthoven’s story has become a
yarn, a legend, but no one quite knows all the facts
until Caitlin Riggsbee, John’s granddaughter, seeks
to meld history and her family’s stories to discover
the truest account of his early life. SAT-8/CL/12PM
Worlds on Fire, Emanuel Wittels, 78m (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ USA) Susan, a Jew, and Amman, a
Muslim, are students who meet at University in NYC
where they fall in love and are on a collision course
to marry. Will they survive a life together without
killing each other? TH-13/DR/6:30PM
Wu Yuan Road, Eheart Chen, 18m (Shanghai,
CHINA) A look at Wu Yuan Road, a short road in the
French Concession of Shanghai, over a ten-year
period. SAT-8/WA/2PM

Xboundary, Ryan Peterson, 6m (Anchorage, AK
USA) During a mining boom in the transboundary
region of northern British Columbia and Alaska, a
dam failure instigates questions about the unsafe
Will I Scatter Away?, Emma Penaz Eisner, 6m (San methods of mining and its consequences on the
Fransisco, CA USA) Danger threatens a man healthy salmon rivers near by. SAT-8/CL/12PM
seeking himself in a dream-like landscape. FRI14/WA/2PM, SAT-15/AF/10PM

Zizi and Honeyboy, Brett Donowho, 15m (Los
Angeles, CA USA) When trend forecaster and bestWish, The, Rose Waldschmidt, 53m (Mishawaka, IN selling author Gerald Celente is suddenly blackballed
USA) A dark, twisted and at times comical tale of a by the news media, the only one he can turn to is his
deacon whose wish comes true. TH-13/DR/4:30PM, Zizi who, through small talk and home cooked meals,
teaches him about the human spirit. FRI-14/CR/3PM
FRI-14/DR/4:30PM

SCREENPLAY GUIDE

Title, Writer, Length [S under 15p, M 15-45p, L over 45p] (Origin) Synopsis

10 Minutes, Marianne Case, S (Long Beach, CA USA) The story of a woman, who in the
face of a complex loss, reflects on her personal family conflicts and finds the strength to
forgive through compassion.
Autumn in Aroostook, Eric Borden, S (Las Vegas, NV USA) Four boys set out to
explore the abandoned Aroostook lumber mill. What they discover is out of this world.
Beach Blanket Lesbos, Anita George, L (Altadena, CA USA) In 1960's Malibu, passions
run high between the members of rival gangs, the Beach Bunnies and Sappho's
Serpents. Between secret romances, unscrupulous developers and tug of war
competitions, enemies must unite to save the beach.
BFFs, Jennifer Patterson, L (Washougal, WA USA) Three friends who have it all are
cornered by the fact that there are still only 24 hours in a day.
Bone Deep, Richard Kinsella, L (Manchester, UNITED KINGDOM) When only a bone
marrow transplant can save the dying son of a doctor, the only compatible donor is the
son of a violent Albanian crime lord. He realizes he will have to break the law, and his
moral code, in a deadly race against time to save his son.
Bully, Jennifer Keeler, L (Strasburg, CO USA) A teenage bully attempts to escape his
father's abusive hand while falling in love for the very first time.
Crime Pays, Raolat Abiola, L (Fort Bragg, CA USA) A drug kingpin, his gun-nut sidekick,
pill-pushing co-eds, and a kid sister with an axe to grind collide with a crazy-in-love
couple who've just escaped from a prison for the criminally insane.
Dancing in the White Room, David Sabbath, L (Columbus, OH USA) When does
property become personality?
Dirty Naturals, The, Derek Willis, M (Portland, OR USA) The legal and illegal exploits of
Mr. Bunny, a war veteran, and Ms. Bear, a war survivor: a misfit pair of natural born
humans in a distant future. Illegal at birth and societal outcasts Bunny and Bear scratch
out survival by odd jobs with the aid of evolutionary advanced natural abilities that make
them near super powered compared to the lab screened and tube-born population.
Duck in the Ocean, A, Amin Shaikh, S (Savannah, GA USA) Lilah claims that she saw a
duck in the ocean. However, Ken does not believe there are ducks in the ocean. They
make a bet to prove the other wrong.
Family Reunion, Gina Lee Ronhovde, L (Los Angeles, CA USA) When a news clip of
105-year-old Oscar Torgerson cursing out his family goes viral, his estranged
grandchildren and their families reunite in their hometown and attempt to outdo one
another for fame, glory, and revenge.
Frogman, David Brichetto, L (Las Vegas, NV USA) The life of Lt. Commander Jack
Hedrick Taylor, US Navy Reserve, emphasizing his missions with the Office of Strategic
Services in World War II, his capture behind enemy lines, incarceration at Mauthausen
concentration camp, and his testimony at the Nuremberg and Dachau war crimes trials.
Girl Who Cried Wolf, David Brichetto, M (Las Vegas, NV USA) A young girl is sure that
something is wrong but the police are not. Reality and perception become intertwined.

Hell on Neptune, Robert Rogers, L (Simpsonville, SC USA) When the teenage son of a
retired Army Ranger turns a laser telescope into a ray gun, all hell breaks loose forcing
his family to flee. The FBI, Army and SETI all get involved but this family has a weapon
far more powerful than any gun.
Hellig House, Raolat Abiola, L (Fort Bragg, CA USA) A survivor of demonic possession,
and the pastor who performed her exorcism, fight to save a family from the same forces
that eviscerated her loved ones.
Joan in Owl Land, Martin Castaneda, S (Montpelier, VT USA) Seven year old Joan sets
to bring back her disappeared father, helped by her Owl Man friend.
Kaffarah, Tom Rossi, L (Valparaiso, IN USA) On the West Bank, Habib Jalal has been
manipulated into sending his son, Ishaq into Israel as a suicide bomber. In Israel, a baker
named Zvi Daron is tormented by omens that portend his own son's death. A simple act
of kindness compels Zvi to seek out Habib and both realize that the decisions they have
made in their lives demand atonement.
Lookin' Up, Marvin Kaplan, L (Burbank, CA USA) A mild-mannered, law-abiding citizen
decides to murder his parasitic family in order to become a media celebrity.
Loveband, Nicola Pedrozzi, L (Bellinzona, SWITZERLAND) A cybercriminal targets the
moneyed leader of a strange pop band in the making.
Midight Kiss, Xavier Chavez, S (Portland, OR USA) Two friends wake up in each other's
arms after a hard night of partying on Halloween in 1985. Will they confess their feelings?
Peace and War, David Brichetto, M (Las Vegas, NV USA) A trilogy with each part set in
a different war-torn time period of the US. Various aspects of war are explored, including
its effect on inter-personal relationships. In war, the normal and paranormal collide.
Peanut Butter Day 1, Laura Mendelzon, S (Boston, MA USA) On the day she hits a
'weight milestone,' an anorexic young woman sets out to celebrate with her best friend,
but all the latter wants is to escape their toxic relationship.
Pine, Jeffrey Morin, S (Hales Corners, WI USA) Two men from different worlds join in a
common spirit of passion and discrimination.
Special Matchmaking, Gregory Graham, M (Chatsworth, CA USA) Anna Maria is an
Italian matchmaker who uses intuition and the modern technology to find soul mates for
hard-to-match singles. Eugene, the shy computer expert at the agency, has been in love
with her for a long time but is reluctant to declare his love to her.
Sunny and the Seal, Jake Teeny, M (Portland, OR USA)
Tattoo, R. Wayne Gray, S (Montpelier, VT USA) The wife of an old man is less-thanthrilled when he tells her he wants to get a tattoo.
Thaw, Konstantin Ershov, S (Saint Petersburg, RUSSIAN FEDERATION) A single father
struggles with his fatally ill son's anguish about the mother who left them.
Twelve Full Moons, Eric Borden, S (Las Vegas, NV USA) On the day he is to leave to
study in Israel, a young Jewish boy learns about love, duty, and faith.
Unite as One, Wangshu Zhao, M (Burbank, CA USA)

